
Native American Forum: Walking The Red Road 
The Cherokee Sacred Calendar 

By Sam Velenti, SunWorx 

What’s in a name? that which we call a rose by any other name would smell as 
sweet; 

That is the question posed by Romeo and Juliet, those highborn, star-crossed lovers 
of so long ago. 

“Not so,” according to a great many people of a great many other times and places. 

“Your name is everything: the essence of your being; your very heart and soul,” 
would be the answer given by The People. The People includes all Cherokee people, 
The Seven Clans – and in its largest sense, could be stretched out to include any or 
all people everywhere. Cherokees called themselves Aniyunwiya, translated into 
English this means principal people, the most important people, chosen people – in 
other words “The People.” All other people who claim to be non-Cherokees 
(strangers, enemies?) were simply referred to as “the other people.” 

At the Time of The Discovery of The Cherokees (1540, by DeSoto) they were a 
matriarchal, matrilineal people, divided into seven clans; the mother and all her 
children (male and female) belonged to her clan. But not the father; he was not even 
blood kin; he belonged to the clan of his mother. Sons and daughters were identified 
by their current name, followed by: whose mother is ______. One might say “I am 
Galagina (Buck), son of Oganunitsi (Groundhog’s Mother).” Or “I am Galagina, whose 
mother is Oganunitsi.” Identification of an individual as daughter/son of the father is 
a custom with current patriarchal cultures. 

A bit of Cherokee humour is: “We know who your mother is; who your father is, is 
only a rumour.” The widespread “old wives tale” was that Grandfather Moon was 
the father of all children. This is not to say the Cherokee did not know about the 
birds and bees; it is comparable with today’s notion that the stork brings babies. 

Back in those days, the name of every newborn child was determined by The Sacred 
Venus Calendar of Natal Days. The Daykeeper calculated the name and passed this 
information on to the mother by way of the midwife. The midwife had the 
responsibility to see that the mother immediately called name and baptised it with 
her own milk. This rite had to be performed immediately. That is of course before 
spanking. If a baby dies without a name, it will be lost forever in the ether of the 
cosmos. 

https://www.etsy.com/people/Sunworx


If this sounds like far-out fancy of The People, it is not. Many cultures of the world 
have similar beliefs. Some Christians of the past (and even the present) tech that an 
unbaptised infant goes straight to hell, and is therefore denied burial in sacred 
ground. 

One’s Cherokee name was very sacred and equally secret. When the first U>S census 
takers demanded names of Cherokee individuals, they would not reveal their secret 
names. Most of them had to be threatened with jail terms before they relented. A 
compromise was finally reached, and it operated like this: a possible English name 
was suggested; the Cherokee accepted it, and this was what the census taker wrote 
down. This resulted in a great many later Cherokee names like Boundinot, 
Bushyhead, Rogers and Smith. Sometimes, through misunderstanding, a man ended 
up with his mother’s maiden name. such names in the native language did not seem 
strange to the man; only the translator was confounded. 

One’s name could be changed, wherever necessary, with proper ceremony. One 
example of such an occasion is when the Medicine Woman’s diagnosis is that an 
illness is terminal. As a last resort, the patient is given a new name and the old name 
dies, while the person with the new name lives on. Other cultures particularly in 
Asia have similar beliefs. 

When a person dies the name dies also. It is not to be spoken. To say their name 
would keep the spirit earthbound, and tempt it to hover over the physical world. It 
is right (duyugdun) to let a spirit go free, to enter The Way, to pursue its own 
destiny. 

When the name is again given to a living entity, the taboo is lifted. 

An essential part of the Cherokee Religion is that every single thing in this world is 
an Earth-reflection of a Star. This includes not only the people and animals but 
inanimate things such as rivers, stones, trees, and flowers. 

The Lord of The Dance is the North Star (Polaris at the present time). Around the 
Lord of The Dance, The Heavens dance in a never-ending circle. Those who have 
attended the so-called Cherokee stomp dances know that the Dancers dance in a 
circle around The Fire. Male and female dancers alternate all around the circle, with 
the female Turtle Shakers at the beginning of the line. This turns out to be a 
corkscrew at the big dances, with the most important person at the head of the line, 
and the lesser in importance down the line, with the novices and children at the very 
tail end – on the outside of the circle and farthest away from The Fire. 

In the same manner, the Stars move around the Lord of The Dance. 

Not all Cherokee dances are in a circle – just most of them, and particularly the 
Social Dances. The Ant Dance and the Booger Dance, for example, follow a somewhat 
different pattern, but the audience sits in a circle around the performers. 



There are Twelve Winds, named Hummingbird, Shrike, Lark, Quail, Sandpiper, 
Wood pecker, Bat, Shitepoke, Snowbird, Blackbird, Bluebird, and Purple Martin, who 
dance around the circle. Each bird is represented by a Star in one of the twelve 
zodiacal signs along the Ecliptic. The Thirteenth Bird is the Lead Dancer – 
Woodcock, Agalu’ga ‘Thou Whirlwind’. His place of abode is Coma Berenices, the 
North Galactic Pole of The Universe. 

The Little Dipper is an Adze of meteoric iron in the hands of the Lord of The Dance 
with which he shapes the destiny of earth. 

The constellation Draco is Ukte’na dragon, who is guardian of the North Star and 
Keeper of the Magical Crystal Stone. 

The Milky Way is Long man, The River. On Earth he is The River of Life, and in the 
sky he is The River of Death, or The Path of Souls. Upon death, each entity travels 
along the Milky Way and must pass Agise’gwa, the Great Mother Dog, whose Place of 
abode is Antares. The Soul who cannot propitiate these two Spirits is caught in the 
backwash of the current’s ebb and flow. 

Agise’gwa and Wa’hyaya fill the same roles as Anubis and Upauat, twin Jackal Gods 
of the Egyptian otherworld. 

All dogs are domesticated wolves. In the very earliest myths, Sirius and Antares 
were the Wolf Stars. But dogs have been around for so very long that they have 
replaced wolves in the myths. One of the few bits of information that has been 
passed on to the general public in this century is that the Milky way is “Where The 
Dog Ran.” The Cherokee word for a physical dog has been used. Changes like this 
occur over the millennia – Sirius is now known as the Dog Star and Antares is the 
eye of the scorpion. Days Signs of this Calendar were here before the dogs. 

The Northern Cross is The Tree of Life beside the Milky Way River and perched atop 
is the Star Deneb, who is Guwi’sguwi, the Cherokee Heron Spirit Bird, comparable to 
the Egyptian Phoenix. One myth has it that a beautiful young maiden (the Heron 
Spirit Bird) fell from the Tree of Life in the Sky Vault, and found no place to land on 
the Primordial Sea. Turtle came to the surface of the water and gave her a place to 
land. She nested there and laid her Cosmic egg, from which came all life on Earth. 

The three Stars of the belt of Orion make up Dak’si, Turtle, who carries Turtle Island 
(North America) on her back. El Nitak, one of these three Stars, is the Cherokee 
Cosmic Egg, the Place of Emergence of each New World in the never-ending cycle of 
time. 

On down the Milky Way River is Serpens, which is the Cherokee Spirit serpent, 
Do’tsi. 



The Big Dipper is combined with four Stars of the Constellation Bootes to form the 
bear (bowl of the Big Dipper) with the Seven Hunters Ani’kana’ti, chasing it. These 
Hunters are the three Stars of the Dipper handle: Robin, Chickadee (with a Tusti pot 
to cook the Bear in), and Buzzard, who means to help eat the meat after it is 
prepared. Then, in Bootes, there are Pigeon, Blue Jay, Owl (Arcturus), and Sparrow – 
of course is the pigtail, and always only gets the crumbs. 

Yona the Bear emerges from the Bear’s Den, Usta’galuni (Corona Borealis), in early 
spring, and the Seven Hunters follow after. This goes on year after year, for the 
Cherokees had hunted bear as long as they could remember. Bear meat was 
considered a great delicacy. 

The Pleiades are the Seven Boys, Anitsutsa, who would rather dance than eat. They 
regulate planting and harvesting. The Cherokee New Year is determined by the 
Pleiades, and also planting time in the spring. These Stars are sometimes referred to 
as the Four Hundred Boys, but since there are in reality thousands of Stars in this 
particular cluster, one wonders why “seven” and “four hundred” are the numbers 
counted. Possibly seven because it stands for “all there is, everywhere.” 

These four: East, North, West, South – with Spirit High, Earth Low, and the Centre-of 
–Being, make Seven! 

The Cherokee myth is that The people came to Earth originally from the Pleiades, 
specifically Alcyone, the brightest star in the cluster. Strangely enough, some 
present day astronomers have put forth the theory the Alcyone is the centre of the 
universe, but that idea has not caught on generally. 

The Pleiad Month in the Cherokee Solar calendar is November, or more specifically 
from October 23 to November 21, the time now given for the astrological sign 
Scorpio. 

The Ball Game, which was played under the Full Moon, originated as an imitation of 
celestial motion, with the Ball representing the Moon. 

Cherokee Noqui’si Sheena, the Demon Star that winks, is Algol. He is a frustrated 
lover, who keeps sneaking back to earth to look for his girlfriend. 

Venus, The Great Horned Rabbit, is The twins, one manifestation of the Dual 
Polarities of life: Morning Star and Evening Star. Other manifestations are The Hero 
twins, Reed and Flint; Chaga’see and Chawa’see (Pollux and Castor), the Medicine 
men who carried the Redbird daughter of the Sun back from The Darkening land in 
Gunesun’ee, The Wooden Box (Gemini); and The Drum and The Drumstick, brother 
and sister “Little People.” 



Comets, Meteorites, and novas are called “Fire Panther” because they breathe fire 
like the Panther, and are Omens of Disaster. A meteoric shower in 1833 was the 
forerunner of the Cherokee “Trail of Tears” from Tennessee to Oklahoma. 

Over and above all is The Goddess, Chigau “The Red Woman’, The Sun, with Her 
alter ego, Fire; Her familiar animal, panther; and Her bird, Dove. 

And Her Prince Consort Brother, Grandfather Moon, with his alter ego, The River; 
his sons, the two Little Red Men of Thunder; his familiar animal, Wolf; and His bird, 
Raven. 

It was the belief that upon death, an Entity was carried up to the Sky Vault to shine 
there as a Star. For each person is an Earth-reflection, a Shadow, an Emanation, of a 
particular Star that holds a permanent place in The Heavens. 

Death is equated with The Sun setting in the west; She enters the Otherworld of 
Night, and remains there until it is time to emerge into the light of another day. 

The Cherokee sacred calendar is a Venus Calendar of 260 days: 20 individual Day 
Signs and 13 numbers (13 x 20 = 260). The Venus year is not the time it takes Venus 
to orbit the Sun, which is 255 days (or so) if you are on the planet Venus and 584 
days if you are on the planet Earth. The number of days as calculated from Earth are 
used here as there is no known life on Venus. 

Venus appears as the Morning Star for a little over 260 days and as the Evening Star 
for a little over 260 days. This is also the approximate gestation period for a human 
foetus. It is interesting to note here that everything in Nature is “approximately,” “a 
little over,” or “just less than.” Nothing comes out as a whole number. The time it 
takes for the earth to orbit the sun is 365.24220 days (but that’s an “or so” also). 

The Moon takes anywhere from 27 to 30 days to orbit the earth – depending on 
whether the time is calculated relative to Earth, the Solar System, or the Stars. 

The Cherokee Solar New Year started with the heliacal setting of the Pleiades Star 
Cluster, but it was celebrated on the first new Moon afterwards, which was 
sometime around November 1. the Pleiades culminates (reaches directly over head 
at midnight) around the middle of November, and that was another important date; 
the Leonid Meteoric Shower around that time each year sets off fireworks to 
celebrate the New Year. 

The heliacal rising of the Pleiades around may 1 each year marked the time for the 
planting season to begin. And the Green Corn Dance was in late July or early August, 
depending on when the New Moon was first sighted. 

It was the business of the olde-time Cherokee Day-keeper to co-ordinate the Venus 
Calendar, the Solar Calendar, and the Lunar calendar, and to select a fortunate Day 



for each New Moon Ceremony. They fudged a little sometimes, but since most 
present-day holidays are being observed on the nearest Friday or Monday, that 
seems to be the way to go. 

The Twenty Day Signs are: 

1. Turtle Dak’si 
2. Whirlwind Agalu’ga 
3. Hearth O’ya 
4. Dragon Ukte’na 
5. Serpent Do’tsi 
6. Twins Takato’ka 
7. Deer Ahwu’sdi 
8. Rabbit Noqui’segwa 
9. The River Yun’wi Gunnahi’ta 
10. Wolf Kana’ti 
11. Racoon Kvh’li 
12. Rattlesnake Tooth Kanu’ga 
13. Reed I’hya 
14. Panther Saho’ni 
15. Eagle Uwo’hatli 
16. Owl U’guku 
17. Heron Guwi’sguwi 
18. Flint Dawi’sgala 
19. Redbird Totsu’hwa 
20. Flower Gun’tsi 

The days move round in a circle that really has no beginning and no end. They 
maintain exactly the same relationship to each other. The Turtle is placed at the top 
of the circle and is the direction East, for Cherokees are always going towards 
success and happiness – no matter what the actual geographical direction. Time 
periods were commonly called by the name of the last day in the period, instead of 
the first day, as is the current custom. Flower is the last glyph in the circle, which is 
the position of most importance. And the last named includes “all of the above”; 
Flower represents The Sun and all of these are solar days. 

Heron is in the centre as well in as in the Circle of Days, for timewise we are now in 
the World of Heron and this particular glyph marks the Centre-of-Being. 

When the new Sun (World, Eon, Age) appears, the heron glyph will be replaced by 
the glyph of the World that is next in line. This will not necessarily be Flint, which 
always follows Heron in the Circle of Days. The line of succession of Worlds is much 
more complicated than that. 

The twenty Days move around the circle Earthwise (counter clockwise) in the 
direction of and in sync with the rotation of the Earth. This is also the direction of 



the Ceremonial Dance around the Fire in the centre, the dancers face the anticipated 
rising Sun whose appearance at dawn marks the end of dancing and the beginning 
of the “Going to Water Ceremony.”  

One lunar day is thirteen solar days. A lunar month is 28 solar days. A Venus year is 
260 solar days. A solar year is 360 solar days (the same as 360 days in any circle) 
plus 5 or 6 solar days until the heliacal setting of the Pleiades. 

SOURCE: 
https://www.etsy.com/teams/7663/native-american-forum-walking-the-
red/discuss/14105963/page/1?post_id=214088691 

 



THE CHEROKEE 260 DAY CALENDAR 

By Sam Velenti, SunWorx 

The uniqueness of the Cherokee 260 Day Calendar is it’s interplay between the 20 
Day Signs and the 13 Bird Influences revealing its astrological or divinatory 
energies. Cherokee’s believed the rhythm of the days were sacred and powerful. 
One’s natal day (birthday) was of great importance because that day was said to 
stamp it’s characteristics on the newborn. The time of day one is born can influence 
the blending of the signs. Cherokee’s believed that if you were born between 
midnight and sunrise then your sign would be the previous Day’s sign. Also, persons 
born during the daylight seem to internalize the qualities of their Day Sign more 
strongly than those born during the Night. 
 
This calendar is of no agricultural purpose but instead a magical calendar of solar 
energy and biorhythms. This calendar was the creation of Indigenous American 
Peoples and estimated to be approximately three thousand years old. This 260 Day 
Calendar is an exploration and guide of the meanings of the “Days” and the possible 
effects of the rhythms of life and time. This Calendar is a remarkable intellectual 
achievement of our indigenous ancestors.  
 
Sunrise begins the Cherokee Day, the time at which the shift of energies occurs. The 
Day is divided into halves, day and night. Daylight projects strong solar energy to 
the earth to be used by living things. At Night the lack of solar energy causes things 
to sleep. This daily ebb and flow effects the daily rhythms. The light and dark 
energies are balanced at sunrise and sunset.  
 
Another factor to consider is the influence of the Four Directions. The 20 Day Signs 
divided by the 4 Directions creates four categories of Five Day Signs each. 
 
East: Turtle, Whirlwind, Hearth, Dragon, Serpent 
North: Twins, Deer, Rabbit, The River, Wolf 
West: Raccoon, Rattlesnake Tooth, Reed, Panther, Eagle 
South: Owl, Heron, Flint, Redbird, Flower 
 
Throughout the Earth the Four Directions have served as the primary structure of 
cosmological, architectural, astrological, and divinatory systems.  
 
It appears that those born under the signs of the East are very powerful persons 
individually 
 
It appears that those born under the signs of the West are are more concerned with 
their relations with others.  
 

https://www.etsy.com/people/Sunworx


It appears that those born under the signs of the North are concerned with the 
development of the Mind. 
 
It appears that those born under the signs of the South have emotions and feelings 
as the primary issues of their lives.  
 
In the sequence of the 20 Day Signs it seems that the signs of each direction build on 
each other. The first of the series tends to be associated with the basic theme of that 
direction, and the last dealing with more complex issues of that theme.  
 
We know that the 260 Day Calendar is divided into 20 Day Signs and 13 Influences 
(Bird Winds/ Numbers) The 13 day period is called a week. Starting off each 13 day 
period is a day sign beginning with the number 1. Example: 1-Turtle. This first Day 
Sign has an influence that extends for thirteen days, until the next number 1 
appears. 1-Turtle would then influence consecutive days until it was succeeded in 
the circle by the next 1 numbered sign. It would establish a tone that effected all the 
days within that 13 day week. It represents a blending of its influence into 
succeeding Day Signs within that Week. It is a sub-influence of each Day Sign in that 
week.  
 
The 260 Day Calendar has 20 Day Signs, 4 Directions, and 13 Bird Winds/Numbers 
that exert an influence. It takes daily meditation to consider the various influences 
and their blended meanings. 

https://www.etsy.com/teams/7663/native-american-forum-walking-the-
red/discuss/14105963/page/1?post_id=214088691  
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TZOLK'IN CYCLE OF THE MAYA AND THE CHEROKEE CYCLE 
Correspondent Day Sign Energies 

SOURCE: Mayan Tonal Accupressure Course 
 

 
April 6     12  IMIX   18 ZAC  (energy of HAAB dates)    
 
IMIX- Totem-Dragon.  Energy to understand all things sacred.  Creation energy, 
connection for visions, to learn the mysteries of the Universal Knowledge.  The 
dragon carries the source energy of life, revered in ancient cultures for power and 
wisdom. 
 
Cherokee    12  TURTLE      DAK'SI    I'SB 
 
( Please note: I can't write the Cherokee symbol to exact form on the 
computer.  Some of the symbols can't be written at all.  Will do as many as 
possible.) 
 
Cherokee, Turtle/DAK’SI) - Symbol,Turtle Island. Direction East. The Turtle 
Constellation Orion, one of three stars in the Cosmic Egg. In Mayan is the Cosmic 
Hearth.  Energy of Creative force at the one-on-one, personal level; dawn, 
awakening, birth. The beginning of each new era, this star in Orion appears with the 
rising Sun, heralding the creation of a new World cycle. TOTEM Imix/Dragon – 
Energy to understand all things sacred. Creation energy, connection for visions to 
learn the mysteries of the Universal knowledge. The dragon carries the source 
energy of life, revered in ancient cultures for power and wisdom. 
______________________________________________________________________  
 
April 7     13  IK    19 ZAC   
 
IK-Totem-Wind, Breath. Breath of spirit, energy of raw power, life force, if abused 
will move to anger and violence.  Ability to connect with spirit through breathing for 
inner wisdom. 
 
Cherokee     13  WHIRLWIND      AGALU'GA     DSMS 
 
WHIRLWIND- Symbol- a double spiral helix in rising smoke. Direction North. 
Energy for an Inquiring mind, learning and wisdom. In Cherokee, the constellations 
are represented by 12 birds (dancers), the 13th bird is the Whirlwind, the lead 
dancer. This reflects the whirling of life. Wind is the breath of the Universe ( 
matching the Mayan symbol) channel of communication and carries the Sacred 
Smoke to the Great Spirit (Source- Hunab Ku in Mayan). Matches the pulse of the 
breath of the Cosmos. 
____________________________________________________________________  
 

http://www.mayantonalacupressurecourse.org/id34.htm
http://www.mayantonalacupressurecourse.org/id35.htm


April 8     1  AKBAL    0 CEN ( 1 AKBAL sets the energy for 13 days and 0 CEN 
sets the energy of the HAAB for 20 days) 
 
AKBAL-Night-Totem-OWL,Guardian of the Night Sun.  Energies for the opening of 
mystic secrets, see through the masks of deception, trickery.  High ability of 
discernment.  Portals open to other worlds and dimensions for your learning and 
spiritual growth.  Magical abilities are possible. 
 
Cherokee     1  HEARTH          O'YA          O'UO 
 
HEARTH- Symbol-fire in the pit in the Center, velvet black as the night. The triangle 
in Orion. The M42 nebula ( home of the Central race from the WingMakers) in the 
center of the triangle of Orion is the fire in the Hearth, also matching the Mayan. The 
Hearth is the Torchbearer who holds the light and warmth throughout the night, 
much as the Owl described above.  Belief is so strong that the surrounding elements 
become entrained to their rhythm and all resistance falls away. With respect and 
honor of intuition combined with knowledge this energy creates the magic of the 
center in this dimension. Totem-OWL,Guardian of the Night Sun.  Energies for the 
opening of mystic secrets, see through the masks of deception, trickery.  High ability 
of discernment.  Portals open to other worlds and dimensions for your learning and 
spiritual growth.  Magical abilities are possible. 
 
_____________________________________________________________________  
 
April 9     2  KAN     1 CEN  
 
KAN-Seed- Totem-Lizard.  You enter carrying a heavy net of karmic debts, this 
energy helps you make amends to your self and others, dissolve debts, power of 
growth.  The Lizard symbolizes wild sexual passions that you must balance. 
 
Cherokee     2   DRAGON     UKTE'NA     O'STO 
 
DRAGON-Symbol is Draco winding beween the Little Dipper and Big Dipper. Dragon 
is the Corn Spirit, symbol of dual personality of Corn Mother and Maiden. Fertility 
and pro-creation from generation to generation. The word dragon means " eye, to 
look at, to see clearly".  Spirit brings energy of Lawgiver, Justice, vigilance and 
protective, loyal unto death. Ley lines in China are "dragon lines", energy is 
sometimes called "orgone energy", pyramid power or magnetic force. Pyramids and 
kivas are collector portals for this energy, known as vortexes. Dragon energy beats a 
path everywhere, stirring things up with a big stick in tune with the beat of the 
drum, heartbeat of the Earth. 
_____________________________________________________________________  



April 10     3  CHICCHAN      2 CEN  
 
CHICCHAN- Totem-Serpent.  Teach / learn wisdom.  Healer and curandaro energy. 
Powerful connection to Universal energy for transformation.  The Serpens is the 
energy 
to transcend to other dimensions.  Ability to bring forth knowledge from source for 
growth and use the mystic channel for portaling these energies. Connected to Root 
Chakra & Kundalini energy. 
 
Cherokee      3  SERPENT      DO'TSI          VK 
 
SERPENT- Symbol is Constellation Serpens.  Serpent people are Sky people who 
come to earth periodically as Educators. As above-So below, on Earth the Serpent is 
the roots of the tree of knowledge. Serpent power is vital energy, the moving force, 
the instinct and desire for creativity, the trigger that sets off the action. It lights the 
fuse that magnifies and explodes the life force itself.  Knowledge, combining science, 
technology and psychology, plus spirituality are seeded on the planet. 
______________________________________________________________________  
 
April 11     4  CIMI       3 CEN 
 
CIMI- Re-birth.  Transformation.  Very good fortune and abundance in all life 
choices.  Dissolution of polarities to create great wealth. One of the most fortunate 
energies.  Career in entertainment, public speaking, etc.. 
 
Cherokee    4   TWINS          TAKATO'KA     WSVS 
 
TWINS-Female Sun and Male Moon, whose union keeps the world going round in 
perpetuity is the first order.  Cherokee myth has the Morning Star heralding the Sun, 
Venus, also being the Evening Star as representing the TWINS. The energy brings 
major changes all through out life, riding the tsunamis of earthquake and upheaval, 
making their own waves whereever they go.  They undergo powerful 
transformations, alternating like a flashing neon sign. The challenge is to master 
Balance while experiencing Chaos leading to re-birth and abundance through 
infinity. 
_____________________________________________________________________  
 
April 12      5  MANIK   4 CEN 
 
MANIK- Totem-Deer.  A priest or shaman, a powerful person in general, to 
overwhelm an individual with one's personal power, divination.  Inclined to become 
a teacher, healer, guru, civic leader, politician etc.  Ability to create harmonic 
resonance 
 
Cherokee     5  DEER          AHWU'SDI     DIO'JJ 
 



DEER- Symbol-Constellation Galagina, the Stag, known as Taurus, the Bull. It does 
not include the Pleiades and Hyades clusters which in Cherokee are viewed as 
separate. To feed, gatherers of food and supplies, they enjoy rituals, ceremonials, 
feasts, the souls of hospitality, sociability. Freedom versus security issues often 
inspire leadership and unique solutions.  Combined with artistic and inspiring 
energies in harmony with lunar cycles, they nourish the clans. 
___________________________________________________________________  
 
April 13     6  LAMAT      5 CEN 
 
LAMAT- Totem Rabbit.  Energies of re-birth, regeneration, ripening, harvest and 
abundance.  This person is overflowing with love energy in all areas of life.  Spiritual 
growth is natural and with ease due to the unconditional love energy that flows. 
 
Cherokee     6  RABBIT          NOQUI'SEGWA          ZP 4T      
 
RABBIT- Symbol-Venus, The Morning Star cycle of 260 days and Evening Star cycle 
of another 260 days, inspired the 13 numbers, 20 Day sign Sacred Calendar.  Rabbit 
is the Trickster of Cherokee culture, matching the Coyote in other nations.  The 
personification of Light and New Life, Sunrise, the scion of the Moon-Father of earth 
children, the Rabbit is fertility, be fruitful and multiply.  Represents softness, 
gentleness and vulnerability. 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
April 14     7  MULUC       6 CEN 
 
MULUC-Water.  Fluid of the cosmos to fluids in the body, energy to clear all karmic 
debts, personally and on a mass level with fluidity and grace.  The Moon controls our 
fluid cycle, to clear and understand emotional issues.  When you take this step to 
clear the emotional body, then you are ready for transformational energies at the 
next level.  As humans, our actions are ruled by our emotions, the key is to 
understand the connection and honor the emotions. 
 
Cherokee    7  THE  RIVER          YUN'WI GUNNAHI'TA     BO EO  IW 
 
THE RIVER-Symbol, The Milky Way is the Gihli'Utsun'stanun'yi "Where the Dog 
Ran" to gather the souls for Heaven.  The River is the minion for Grandfather Moon. 
 Long Man is the personification of the River stretching from the mountains to the 
lowlands, speaking to those who can understand.  People of this sign find "sermons 
in the stones" and good in everything.  These souls march to a different drummer, 
driven by inner volcanic forces.  The River is the "Fountain of Life", giver of all fluids, 
water, rain, tears etc. 
___________________________________________________________________  
 
April 15      8  OC     7 CEN 
 



OC-Totem -Dog.  Loyalty and faithfulness that survives beyond death.  This was the 
first day of creation energy in this 4th world, sets the energy for love, loyalty and 
faithfulness on the 5200 year cycle.  Heart chakra energy is involved so that we can 
move to the state of "unconditional love" with compassion.  All sexual desire issues 
that are not in harmony will surface to be cleared. 
 
Cherokee      8  WOLF          KANA'TI          O'OJ 
 
WOLF- Symbol is Sirius (Dog star) and Antares, one or the other always visable but 
never at the same time.  Wolf is our brother, shares our very roots.  All dogs are 
domesticated wolves, companionship and guidance.  Connecting link between the 
worlds. One who inspires loyalty, diplomacy and sense of humor with unlimited 
potential.  A teacher, healer, pathfinder and transformer.  Sharp as obsidian, gentle 
as a lamb. 
___________________________________________________________________  
 
April 16      9  CHU'EN        8 CEN 
 
CHU'EN-Totem-Monkey.  The energy of humor, the artisan and craftsmen of the 
Universal energy.  Helps us to lighten up in all situations, was the glyph of the 4th 
world creation in conjunction with OC so that we would have humor in all of our 
endeavors.  The humor, when added to a serious situation will allow you to have a 
less destructive pattern of resolution.  This is the "Cosmic joke" energy to help us 
transcend the duality.  A life path of comedian, actor, artist, artisan writer, satirist, 
any path is enhanced with this humor in conjunction with the creative energies. 
 
Cherokee      9  RACCOON     KVH'LI     EP 
 
RACCOON-Symbol is Algol, a star in Perseus.  Restless energy yearning for long-lost 
love. Algol was named DEMON STAR or MISCHIEVOUS ONE by the Ancients because 
it winks and fades at times. Raccoons are full of friendly mischief, eager to swap 
kisses for candy.  Magnetic leaders, full of humor and gaiety.  Favorite food is corn, 
the mainstay of the Cherokee.  Very artistic while being the "masked bandit" who 
steals your heart. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
April 17     10 EB       9 CEN 
 
EB- Road-Spiritual destiny in all your work, a wayshower, teacher, shamanic 
abilities through "lightning in the blood." Healer, guide to others to find their destiny 
in their spiritual journey.  Usually works quietly behind the scenes, too busy helping 
others for fame and fortune. 
 
Cherokee     10        RATTLESNAKE TOOTH      KANU'GA  
 



RATTLESNAKE TOOTH-Symbol is Rainbow, delicate display of electromagnetic 
rays of the SUN. The Natal day sign of Medicine, the Shaman, the Priest, the Healer, 
and the Sorcerer.  Guardian of the Way, Keeper of the Keys of the secret Kingdom. 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
April 18      11  BEN        10 CEN 
 
BEN -Corn- Growth, abundance through Yang (male) energy for spiritual destiny, 
especially personal growth involving home and family, quauntum leap in inner and 
outer growth.  A leader with positive strong energy in family or community. 
 
Cherokee     11 REED          I'HYA     T. Ju 
 
REED- Symbol-Reed is the Earth, reflection of the Star Chaga of Pollux. Reed made 
up the Magician Twins who led the journey to bring back to life the daughter of the 
Sun. The Casket is Gemini.  Energy for Intellectual minds, creation, re-creation, new 
directions, breaking the ties that bind.  A trailblazer and leader. From the East, 
direction of success and happiness, no matter what route is taken, always ending up 
in the Light. 
___________________________________________________________________  
 
April 19     12  IX       11 CEN 
 
IX- Totem-Jaguar.  Guardian of the portals to other dimensions, shamanic abilities 
will open.  Multi-dimensional magic.  Healer, leader, wayshower energy when used 
for spiritual growth.  Abuse would be for using this power for control or negative 
purposes.  Must find a powerful balance. 
 
Cherokee    12  PANTHER     SAHO'NI     UIh 
 
PANTHER-Symbol comets, meteors, shooting stars, fireballs, magicians.  The early-
morning Leo constellation Meteors appearing around the middle of November are 
Heralds of the Coming of the Light, the Cherokee New Year.   Shadow of the Sphinx, 
Herald of the Dawn, guardians of the night when the sun is traveling through the 
underworld. Shapeshifters, manipulators of manifestations. Unlimited imaginations, 
visualizations, spellbinding speakers. 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
April 20      13  MEN   12 CEN 
 
MEN-Totem-Eagle.  Powerful energy for succes in worldly affairs, due to far seeing 
 vision.  Ability to create masses of money and abundance through an intellectual 
type of profession.  Eagle asks for what he desires and manifests it.  Professor, 
lawyer, teacher, leader. 
 
Cherokee    13   EAGLE      UWO'HATLI      



 
EAGLE-Symbol is Mars the Spirit Warrior. He is a minion of Grandfather Moon. 
Eagles were the warrior society, the braves the protectors of the nation.Women 
were included. There was no discrimination which is reflected in the language: third 
person singular is divided into animate, human and animate, not human instead of 
he and she.  The energy of high hopes and anticipations, dreams and visions,cosmic 
consciousness and commitment.  On earth a provider of excellence, leader, 
husbandry, care-taking of others, financial security and inheritance.  
_______________________________________________________________  
 
April 21      1  CIB     13 CEN ( 1 CIB sets the energy for 13 days) 
 
CIB- Totem-Vulture.  Energy for the power of forgiveness especially in family 
matters.  Wisdom to bring forth harmony and resonance in this earth walk.  Spirit of 
compassion and tolerance are very high in energy patterns.  A caretaker profession 
is usually succesful, counselor, nurse, doctor, preacher,etc. 
 
Cherokee     1  OWL     U'GUKU'     O'JJ 
 
OWL- Symbol is Arcturus, the brightest Star in the Constellation Bootes.  The 
Cherokee Bear constellation (Ursa Major) includes the Big Dipper plus four stars in 
Bootes.  Owl is a hunter, who stands for the wisdom and ability of all great hunters, 
the cunning of a fox, the tenacity of a bulldog and strength of a bear. Energy for deep 
thinkers, strong-willed, rigid convictions, bold and authoritive.  Owl is the Mystic 
Ferryman who guides Earthlings on the return path to the stars holding the torch 
aloft. 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
April 22      2  CABAN      14 CEN 
 
CABAN- Totem-Incense.  The ability to think and communicate our thoughts with 
spirit guidance.  Energy for mediation,. resolution, conclusions, meditation, all 
thinking processes excel.  Used with guidance will create fairness in our efforts. 
Without guidance, creates abusive power situations. Excellent energy for judge, 
lawyer, mediator, ambassador, etc. 
 
Cherokee      2  HERON          GUWI'SGUWI 
 
HERON- Symbol is Deneb located in the Northern Cross beside the Milky Way. 
 Comparable to the Egyptian Phoenix.  Sign of movement, of perpetual motion, 
action of recycling, regeneration. Environmentalists, fighting for the underdog. 
 Mentally alert, rational, yet opinionated.  Great faith in people and the divine plan, 
hold the magic of ministry, medicine, marketing and matchmaking. Healing abilities 
especially with crystals. Negotiation and mediation energy. 
_________________________________________________________________  
 



April 23    3  ETZNAB       15 CEN 
 
ETZNAB- Mirror, flint.  Ability to discern deception and mirror it back to the other. 
 A catalyst for change through this ability.  When used properly, harmonic resonance 
can be the result.  If you take on anothers issues through the mirror, the result will 
be anger, grief and misunderstanding of purpose.  All issues will surface and be 
mirrored in this earth walk.  Energy comparable for teaching, leader, philosopher, 
writer, observing the mass consciousness evolution in some manner. 
 
Cherokee     3  FLINT          DAWI'SGALA 
 
FLINT- Symbol is Chawa' or Castor of the Castor and Pollux Twins in Gemini.  Castor 
appears in the evening personifying darkness. Pollux then appears in the east at 
dawn to end the night. Totem is a Flint Knife.  Flint spirit shone a light like the sun 
and gave the people the Sacred Venus Calendar, fixed the days and promised to 
watch over the earthlings.  A flint person endeavors to keep that covenant.  Opener 
of the Way, a creator, innovator, stretches the mind to outside limits of capabilities. 
Changes the static to the dynamic.  Brings about change, often through separation 
and destruction.  Beams the Stellar Ray of Truth to Earth as a crystal sword cast 
down along the path of a lightning flash. The transformer brings things to a head 
and wipes the slate clean. 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
April 24     4   CAUAC     16 CEN 
 
CAUAC- Storm,Lightning.- This energy electrifies those who come into your space 
with energy for activation of life.  High energy individual, teaches much through 
their electricity of being.  Lightning energizes earth, this same energy energizes 
humans. Divine connections can be acessed. 
 
Cherokee     4   REDBIRD     TOTSU'HWA        
 
REDBIRD- Symbol Alcyone, of the Pleiades Star in constellation Taurus.  Alcyone is 
the Central Sun of the Universe, heart of heaven.  Lightning is the visible evidence of 
the presence of Redbird Spirit in the Sky.  Daughter of the Sun Spirit, sing of Fire, 
Sun's alter ego on Earth.A feminine sign, the hand that rocks the cradle. Symbol of 
nurturing, the lighning nurtures and energizes.  Energy for zest, curiosity, 
imagination, natural energizer of ideas.  Lightning adds spiritual force to the human 
by way of "lightning of the blood" of a healer, directly body to body vibration. The 
key to spiritual communication and access to the wisdom of the Ancestors lies in the 
ability to bestir the blood to speak.  Sacred stones such as flint, obsidian, crystal are 
created by lightning striking the ground. 
___________________________________________________________________  
 
April 25      5  AHAU    17 CEN 
 



AHAU-Ancestors. This energy allows many to have a strong connection with the 
Ancestors for wisdom, inner knowing, akashic records, divination and information. 
The Ancestors and a connection to them is highly respected in the Mayan world. 
Develop as a reader, advisor for spiritual growth, channeling, etc. Highest energy for 
spiritual growth on this earth walk. Diviner, astrologer, dowsing, opener of portals 
into dimensonal information. 
 
Cherokee     5  FLOWER       GUN'TSI EK 
 
FLOWER- Symbol is the Sun, place of abode of Great Spirit. The Sun creates, 
nurtures and is the super communicator, the way station that relays messages and 
energy from other stars in the galaxy. Energy for channeling information from the 
Ancestors. Speaking the Living Language of Light, which ignites the consciousness in 
others. Gold is the color of courage and opportunity of wealth. Creative arts, master 
craftsman expressing divinity and wisdom through their creations. The face of the 
flower follows the Sun gathering the fire of creativity, illuminating harmony and 
balance, resonating peace and continuity within the human spirit. This is the Sign of 
the Chalice of the Infinite, Caldron of Creation.  


